Proposed 25 Berth Marina

Existing Fixed Platform Structure
Granted Under Planning No. 10/52015

Proposed Landing Pontoon

Passenger Access Route

Ferry Waiting and Access/Egress

Planning Boundary

Proposed Floating Breakwater

40m Long x 4m Wide Floating Breakwater

Key Design Information
- Floating Breakwater Width: 4.0m
- Pontoon Arm Width: 2.0m
- Finger Unit Width: 1.0m
- Finger Unit Length: 100% Boat Length
- Access Gangway: 1.5m (Clear Width)

NOTES:

1. DO NOT SCALE OFF DRAWINGS.
2. DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE. LEVELS IN METRES RELATIVE TO SITE DATUM.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS TO BE CHECKED ON SITE.
4. THIS DRAWING IS TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH ALL OTHER DRAWINGS & DOCUMENTS.
5. SEABED CONTOURS TO LOCAL CHART DATUM.

LEGEND:
- PLANNING BOUNDARY UNDER THIS APPLICATION
- SITE NOTICES
- Existing Fixed Platform Structure Granted Under Planning No. 10/52015
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